A comparison of Doppler ultrasound waveform indices in the umbilical artery--II. Indices derived from the mean velocity and first moment waveforms.
Umbilical artery Doppler recordings in both normal pregnancy and cases of fetal growth failure were processed by computer. Representative waveforms for the maximum velocity, mean velocity and first moment were obtained after ensemble averaging and correction for thump filtering. The same set of indices, which included the AB ratio, pulsatility index, rising slope and relative flow rate index, were calculated for each of the waveforms. The results were compared to identify differences which might arise in clinical practice if a waveform other than the usual (maximum velocity) was used. The ratio of the mean to the maximum velocity, which gives an indication of the velocity profile, was shown to be very error prone. The reproducibility of the mean velocity and first moment indices was inferior to that of the maximum velocity indices. The results from the different waveforms were highly correlated for normals for most indices. However, in the growth retarded group there was a tendency for the mean velocity and first moment indices to classify as normal studies classified as abnormal by the maximum velocity index. The values of indices derived from the first moment waveform were generally larger than the maximum and mean velocity values. For the relative flow rate index, where results were often different to the general trend, the values were more nearly equal.